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In early March 1990 a low pressure system
developed in the Coral Sea (Figure 1), which on
the 17th of March, was named tropical cyclone
'Ivor'. With a barometric pressure of965 Hpa it
entered the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) Province
Australia, passing over 14.9°S, 145°E and continued in a westerly direction, passing 70 km
north of Lizard Island. Destructive winds were
sustained at 110 km per hour and at times
exceeded 180 km per hour. The Bureau of Meteorology classified 'Ivor as a small cyclone, however, swells over 11m occurred on the outer
GBR, and four metre waves were recorded in
the inner reef region. 'Ivor' began to weaken on
22nd March over mainland Australia and
reformed two days later to finally dissipate in
the Coral Sea. This paper describes the effect of
the cyclone on the living veneer of three reefs
within the zone of maximum wind gusts.
In late 1989, the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority (GBRMPA), the Crown-ofThorns Starfish Review Committee (COTSREC)
and the Australian Research Council (ARC)
funded a multi-disciplinary survey of 24 reefs
between Cairns and Lizard Island. These surveys were conducted by staff of James Cook
University using SCUBA. Most reefs were surveyed prior to cyclone 'I vor'. Three of the more
northern reefs were surveyed both immediately
before and immediately after 'Ivor' crossed the

continental shelf. This provided an opportunity
to examine the effects of wave action on the
structure and biota of Carter, Eyrie and Lizard
Island Reefs (Figure 2).
Carter Reef, on the edges of the continental
shelf, is the most exposed of the reefs. The reef
front drops steeply (55-90°). The coral communities were clearly able to tolerate the persistent annual trade winds of 15 to 25 knots and the
associated 3 m to 4 m swells (Photo 1). Prior to
the cyclone the reef front supported abundant
(70% cover) and diverse coral assemblages. One
hundred and forty-five species of scleractinian
(hard) corals were recorded, mainly Acropora
species-extending from the surface to below 30
m depth (Photo 2). Several adjacent reefs did
not support such a diversity as they had previously been effected by Crown-of-Thorns starfish
(Acanthaster planci) infestations and were primarily covered with Alcyonarian (soft) corals
from the genera Efflatournaria and Xenia.
The cyclone had dramatic effects on the outer
edge of Carter Reef. Physical disturbance
extended beyond 30 metres. The upper 2 m of
reef crest was extensively peeled (Photo 3) and
boulders over 3 m in diameter, supporting
intact colonies of Acropora cuneata and Acropora gemmifera, were recorded at 20 m depth.
These coral colonies are typically found on
outer reefs crests (DONE, 1982). The manner in
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Locality map of the study area within the Great Barrier Reef, Australia, illustrating the path of tropical cyclone 'Ivor.'

which pieces of reef matrix were torn off the
reef crest may be best described by analogy as
"the sledge-hammer on pavement effect." In
this manner waves direct a kinetic force upon
the reef matrix and breakage becomes progressively easier once a cavity is formed. Living
coral had been almost entirely removed from
Carter Reef, with the exception of a few broken
stumps, some encrusting and occasional massive species-leaving only rubble and bare carbonate substrate (Photo 4).
Immediately after the disturbance, there was
an obvious decline in small, planktivorous
fishes, which use coral as a refuge. Abundances
of large herbivorous and vagile fishes, however,
were not markedly reduced. In most cases num-

bers appeared to have increased possibly a
direct behavioural response to destruction of
habitat and local aggregation.
Inside the outer barrier, Lizard Island and
Eyrie Reef had considerable damage although
it was patchy and confined to the south east
edge. Impact was further limited to the midreef slope, as the shallow reef crest and deeper
fore-reef remained relatively intact (Figure 2).
Prior to the cyclone, Eyrie Reef had supported
extensive thickets of staghorn coral (Acropora
nobilis, Acropora formosa, Acropora elseyi and
Acropora florida), covering over 60% of the substratum. These beds had been dislodged down to
1.0 m-beyond these thickets damage was minimal. Damage on Lizard Island was also
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Cyclone Ivor's impact on exposed slopes
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Figure 2. Stylised profiles of Eyrie, Lizard and Carter Reef
windward slopes portraying their geomorphological features
and areas of wave impact.

restricted to the windward mid-slope. It did not
support large Acropora thickets, as Eyrie Reef,
and the smaller coryrnbose Acropora colonies
were effectively planed down to stumps. The
highly cemented underlying substrate was virtually unaffected. As opposed to Carter Reef,
both Lizard and Eyrie Reef had residual coral
fragments in abundance. A survey conducted
two months after the cyclone recorded widespread fusing of residual fragments to one
another and to loose rubble.
Similar destruction extended well over 80 km
along the outer barrier-encompassing many of
the ribbon reefs in the northern GBR. Remarkably the back reef edges were not effected
except for reefs in the northern extreme of the
cyclones' trajectory. As cyclonic winds spiral in
a clockwise direction in the southern hemisphere, winds in the northern sector of any
cyclone path typically have strong winds in the
opposite direction (north west) to those experienced in the south (south east).
Clearly, direct physical disturbance alters
coral communities in environments often
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thought of as being static and benign. The
cyclone created extensive areas of bare substratum which will initiate shifts in community
structure, offset by regrowth and recolonisation. In an evolutionary context, these types of
disturbance events may not only alter life-history strategies of colonial organisms (WOODLEY et al., 1981) but may also contribute to
maintenance of high coral diversity by precluding monopolisation of space by common, fast
growing, highly competitive species (CONNELL, 1983). Alternatively, in areas often
exposed to disturbance events, recovery may
take place only in the form of opportunistic species, possibly reducing diversity (HOLLING,
1978). However the degree to which the great
diversity of coral assemblages, for which the
Great Barrier Reef is renowned, is a product of
such disturbances, remains unresolved. Evidently, the response of a coral reef to any disturbance is not only dependent on the reefs'
location but also on the type, severity and periodicity of the disturbance (FISHELSON, 1977;
KNOWLTON et al . 1981; HUGHES, 1986).
Monitoring these sites over the following decade will elucidate the reefs response to potentially one of the most improtant processes shaping coral
reef communities-physical
disturbance.
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Ph oto 1. Carter Reef crest domin at ed by d igitate A crop ora species befor e cyclo ne ' Ivor' .
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Photo 2. Ca rte r Reef s lope s upport ing a hi gh cove r an d di ver s ity of scle racl in ia n cora l species before cyclone ' Ivor, '
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Ph ol o 3. Ca r te r Reef crest s howi ng ex ten s ive peeli ng of ree f rna t.r ix a fte r cyc lone ' Ivor .'
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Photo 4. Extensive rubble beds on Carter Reef slope after cyclone 'Ivor. '
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